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ABSTRACT

Off-nominal behaviors (ONBs) have been a major concern in the

areas of embedded systems and safety-critical systems. To address

ONB problems, some researchers have proposed model-based ap-

proaches that can expose ONBs by analyzing natural language

requirements documents. While these approaches produced promis-

ing results, they require a lot of human effort and time. In this paper,

to reduce human effort and time, we propose a combinatorial–based

approach, Combinatorial Causal Component Model (Combi-CCM),

which uses structured requirements patterns and combinations gen-

erated using the IPOG algorithm. We conducted an empirical study

using several requirements documents to evaluate our approach,

and our results indicate that the proposed approach can reduce

human effort and time while maintaining the same ONB exposure

ability obtained by the control techniques.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Computer systems organization → Embedded and cyber-

physical systems; • Software and its engineering→Require-

ments analysis;
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1 INTRODUCTION

Off-nominal behaviors (ONBs) are unexpected or unintended behav-

iors of a system [1, 7, 12]. ONBs can occur for various reasons such

as human errors caused by not following the intended procedures,

components of a system being in conflicting states of operation,

and environmental conditions resulting in such conflicting states.

ONBs have been a major concern in the areas of embedded sys-

tems [1], medical devices, autonomous robotic systems [43], and
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safety-critical systems [2] because not addressing ONBs in these

application domains might result in hazardous accidents and even

catastrohpic results [29]. Unlike expected or nominal behaviors,

ONBs requires knowledge acquisition of missing requirements and

they are usually not specified in natural language (NL) require-

ments [12].

Some researchers have tried to address ONB problems [7, 16, 19,

44]. For example, Jensen et al. [19] proposed a model-driven design

that uses the concept of safety functions to handle ONBs, and a

study by Verma et al. [44] utilizes off-nominal behavior test cases for

airplane runway operations to expose possible ONBs. Iverson [16]

proposed a simulation–based approach that creates a knowledge

base by grouping related behaviors in nominal data sets that contain

the acceptable behaviors of the system. The created knowledge base

is used to identify ONBs by collecting behaviors that diverge from

the acceptable behaviors. Despite the progress this research has

achieved, there are some limitations with the existing approaches.

Most ONB problems have focused on how a human operator reacts

to off-nominal situations within the operating environment rather

than from the system’s perspective. Also, ONB problems are often

addressed only after the system has been implemented, whose

solution may involve substantial redesigning, and additional cost,

because it is applied late in the development cycle.

Some work has been done at requirements level to address these

limitations. Causal Component Model (CCM) [1] and Enhanced

Causal Component Model (ECCM) [33] were proposed to expose

ONBs in NL requirements by converting the requirements into sys-

tem state transition rules and parsing them to find user-identified

undesired states that result in ONBs. However, CCM and ECCM

have some drawbacks. Both approaches involve NL requirements

to be converted into transition rules. Because common NL require-

ments often contain ambiguities [3], directly generating rules from

requirements can be an error-prone process and tracing back from

rules to NL requirements requires a lot of time and effort. Both

models, CCM and ECCM, suffer from these problems.

To reduce human error as well as to reduce the number of states

that need to be manually analyzed to expose ONBs, in this paper, we

propose a Combinatorial-Causal Component Model (Combi-CCM),

a component-driven model. Unlike CCM and ECCM, Combi-CCM

does not require writing rules from common natural language

requirements, but it requires users to write requirements by follow-

ing a modified version of Easy Approach to Requirements Syntax

(EARS) requirements patterns [34, 36]. The use of these patterns

forces elicitation, reduces ambiguities [34], and makes writing rules

less error prone. Once the requirements are written to be consistent

with patterns, the rules are generated by a direct mapping. The

rules generated are component state transition rules, which will

be converted into system transition rules by rule expansion. While

the expansion in Combi-CCM is similar to that of CCM and ECCM,
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the number of states that users need to examine to identify ONBs

is much smaller. Combi-CCM uses the combinatorial algorithm

IPOG [28] to reduce the number of system states that a person

needs to examine while exposing ONBs. The rules causing ONBs

are analyzed, and corresponding requirements are corrected via

reverse mapping from rules back to requirements in modified EARS

patterns. To evaluate our proposed approach, we conducted an em-

pirical study using 7 requirements specifications, comparing CCM,

ECCM, and Combi-CCM with and without state flattening, using

2-way and 3-way combinations. Our results show that the 2-way

combination of Combi-CCM performs well in identifying possible

ONBs, with a smaller number of states to be analyzed manually

than CCM, ECCM, and 3-way Combi-CCM.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides

brief descriptions of EARS patterns, CCM, and ECCM. Section 3

presents the proposed approach, and Section 4 details the experi-

mentation, threats to validity, and results. Section 5 analyzes the

results and discusses limitations, and Section 6 discusses related

work. Section 7 presents conclusions and discusses future research

directions.

2 BACKGROUND

In this section, we briefly explain EARS requirements patterns,

CCM, ECCM and their model elements.

2.1 EARS Requirements Patterns

Common natural language is widely used for writing requirements.

However, common NL can be ambiguous, wordy, and hard to an-

alyze and formalize. To address these issues, Mavin et al. [34, 36]

proposed an easy approach to requirements syntax (EARS), namely

simple sentence patterns for requirements. The sentence patterns

include patterns for generic requirements, ubiquitous requirements

(requirements that need to be true always), event-driven require-

ments, state-driven requirements, unwanted behaviors require-

ments such as failure handling requirements, optional feature re-

quirements, and complex requirements that are logical combina-

tions of earlier stated requirements. An example of an EARS re-

quirements pattern is "WHILE <in a specific state> the <system

name> shall <system response>", which is a state-driven pattern.

It has been proven in various case studies [34–36] that EARS de-

creases vagueness, wordiness, and ambiguity, and increases testa-

bility and verifiability. EARS requirements patterns are more suit-

able for system-level requirements than requirements written for

component-driven development. Motivated by the benefits of EARS

patterns, we adapt state-driven and event-driven patterns into pat-

terns that can be used for component-driven development, as a part

of our proposed approach.

2.2 CCM and ECCM

Before we discuss CCM and ECCM approaches, we will explain the

model elements of CCM and ECCM.

2.2.1 Model Elements. CCM and ECCM include three major

model elements: component, component state, and transition con-

dition. A component is a part of a system that has a well-defined

functionality and can change states when transition conditions are

met. In the case of embedded systems and robots, a component

is a piece of hardware and its associated software. For example,

in a robot system, the motor, actuator, and ultrasonic sensor are

components.

Every component has states. A component state describes the

current condition of a component. For example, a motor can have

two states: ‘off’ and ‘on’. A component state that has a parent state

is considered to be a sub-state of the parent state. For example,

a motor’s ‘on’ state can have sub-states such as accelerate and

decelerate. States without parent states (abstract level of states) are

considered to be at level 0 and with an increased level of sub-states,

the level value is increased. For example, the level of the motor’s

‘on’ state is 0 while its ’accelerate’ state is 1. A component state

is represented as Component name(State name). For example, a

motor’s ‘on’ state is represented as Motor(on). If a component state

is a sub-state, we represent it as the component name followed by

a concatenation of ancestral states of the component state using a

period (.) as a separator, appended by the component state at the

end. For example, the ‘accelerate’ state of the motor is represented

as Motor(on.accelerate).

A system state is a combination of concurrent component states,

as the behavior of various components together constitute the be-

havior of a system. For example, for the robot system describe above,

a system state would be written as (Motor(on), Actuator(active), Ul-

trasonic Sensor(no detection)). A transition condition is a component

state that allows (or enables) the transition of another component

state or a trigger that results in a state transition of component

states. A transition condition can be environmental, i.e., due to

human factors or environmental conditions such as pressure and

temperature; or it can be system related such as the transition of

a component state due to other component state(s) because of de-

pendency. An example of an environmental transition condition

is the temperature being greater than 100◦F, which results in the

transition of the temperature sensor from a safe to an overheated

state. An example of a system transition condition is an ultrasonic

sensor detecting an object, which results in the transition of the

motor from ‘on’ to ‘off’. Using the model elements, rules are written

in the pattern Transition Condition: Component(Current State) ->

Component(Next State).

2.2.2 CCM. CCM [1] is a modeling technique used to expose

ONBs. The major steps in CCM involve the conversion of common

NL requirements into component state transition rules. These rules

are then converted into numerical form to facilitate computation.

These numerical rules are in turn used in rule expansion to convert

component state transition rules to system state transition rules.

Once the system state transition rules are generated, rules with

user-identified undesired states are separated out. The process of

identifying rules with undesired states is a semi-automatic process.

The user must examine all possible system states and identify the

undesired states that result in ONBs; these states are thenmapped to

rules automatically. Once the rules are separated, any rule with both

the current and next state identified as undesired is omitted. For

rest of the rules, state profiles for undesired states in the rules are

determined using the state profiling algorithm [1] to check whether

the state is recoverable without human intervention. Any rule that

has an undesired next state that is not recoverable is considered an

unrecoverable rule. Rules that are not recoverable are discussedwith

stakeholders and subject experts, and corresponding requirements

are corrected.
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Figure 1: Overview of the Proposed Approach

2.2.3 ECCM. ECCM is an enhanced version of CCM. If sub-

states are present, ECCM unlike CCM, does not require state flat-

tening [8]. The state flattening [8] process involves removing hier-

archical relationships among states and forcing them to be repre-

sented at the same level. This approach instead divides rules into

rule sets using the rule set generation algorithm (see Algorithm 1).

This helps alleviate the rule explosion problem and state explosion

problem [42]. In addition, ECCM requires users to identify unde-

sired states only from a list of nonrecoverable states. The rest of the

approach is similar to CCM. CCM cannot accommodate sub-states

without performing state flattening, but ECCM can handle the con-

cept of sub-states. Despite the advantages of these approaches, as

mentioned in Section 1, both CCM and ECCM requires a lot of

human effort and time. To handle these limitations, we propose our

approach, Combi-CCM.

3 APPROACH
An overview of the proposed approach is shown in Figure 1. The

ovals denote the processes/steps, the rectangles denote inputs/outputs,

and the cylinder represents database. The input to the approach is

the requirements documents, and the final output is the finalized

requirements in modified EARS patterns. The numbers next to the

ovals denote step numbers.

Beforewe describe each step in detail, we provide a brief overview

of Combi-CCM. First, NL requirements are converted into require-

ments written in modified EARS requirements patterns, or CCM-

EARS patterns. During this step, components, states, and sub-states

are identified and stored in the database. The converted require-

ments are used to generate component state transition rules (Step

1). The generated rules are divided into rule sets if sub-states are

present . The rules in each rule set are expanded to generate system

state transition rules (Step 2). While the rules are being expanded,

system states are generated using IPOG [28], a n-way combinatorial

algorithm (Step 3). The generated states are manually analyzed to

identify ONBs, and a filter for each ONB is created (Step 4). Filters

are numerical patterns that can identify undesired states and they

are further explained later in this section. The filters, along with the

state profiles generated using the state profiling algorithm [1], are

used to identify rules with ONBs that require human intervention

to return to a desirable state (Step 5). The corresponding require-

ments of these identified rules are found and corrected (Step 6).

In this paper, we use the terms ‘ONBs’ and ‘undesired behaviors’

interchangeably.

Step 1: Convert requirements to CCM-EARS
patterns and generate rules

Most requirements are written in common natural language [32].

Common NL requirements are often wordy, ambiguous [3], and

incomplete. EARS patterns [34, 36] were proposed to address these

issues. EARS patterns refer to six restricted NL sentence patterns

that were created to reduce the problems associated with common

NL requirements. Case studies [34–36] that used EARS indicate

that EARS patterns are less ambiguous, less vague, less complex,

and more verifiable than common NL requirements. Further, EARS

patterns facilitate the requirements elicitation process by forcing

engineers to fill in missing information. To use EARS patterns in our

approach, we modified them because EARS patterns are not suitable

for component-driven requirements and we renamed them CCM-

EARS. In this paper, we modified only two EARS patterns because

they can capture the essential elements in building a component-

driven state transition model. The rest of patterns are out of scope

of this paper as they are not used in the basic model that we build in

our approach. The two EARs patterns we modified are as follows:

Event-Driven: WHEN < triддer > < optionalprecondition >,

the < systemname > shall < systemresponse >.

State-Driven: WHILE < systemstate >, the < systemname >

shall < systemresponse >.

We converted them into the following CCM-EARS patterns:

Event-Driven (For transitions resulting from triggers invoked by

environmental reasons): WHEN < environmentaltriддer >, the

< componentname > shall transition from < componentstate1 >

to < componentstate2 >.

State-Driven (For transitions resulting from dependency be-

tween components): IF < component1name > is in <

component1state > state, the < component2name > shall tran-

sition from < component2state1 > to < component2state2 >.

In addition to these two patterns, we can also convert require-

ments into a complex pattern similar to complex requirements

pattern of EARS, which contains a logical combination of the two

patterns including the logical combinations of patterns. For example,

a sample complex pattern is “WHEN < environmentaltriддer >

AND < component1name > is in < component1state > state, the

< component2name > shall transition from < component2state1 >

to < component2state2 >”. As a first step of exposing ONBs, we

consider common NL requirements, and find components, their
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states, and sub-states, and transition conditions using which we cre-

ate requirements that follow event-driven, state-driven, or complex

CCM-EARS patterns. CCM-EARS patterns force the user to elicit

requirements if details are missing in the pattern to be followed. In

addition, it is easy to enforce constraints on CCM-EARS patterns

than that on CCM rules. This helps identify the unknown compo-

nents, states, and sub-states. The information about components,

states, and sub-states is stored in the database and used later in the

generation of filters to expose ONBs.

An example of the conversion of requirements into CCM-EARS

patterns is illustrated as follows:

Requirements Sample 1:

(1) The robot system shall consist of a push-button switch, a

motor, an ultrasonic sensor, and a temperature sensor.

(2) The system can be turned off and on using the switch, which

also activates the motor.

(3) The systemmust stop if the ultrasonic sensor detects an object.

(4) The system must move only when the robot is on and the

temperature is safe, i.e., less than 100◦F.

In this example, we have assumed the switch to have ‘off’ and

‘on’ states, unlike a stateless switch. Considering this condition, the

requirements in Requirements Sample 1 can be converted into the

following CCM-EARS requirements:

CCM-EARS requirements for Requirements Sample 1:

(1) The robot system shall consist of a push-button switch, a

motor, a ultrasonic sensor and a temperature sensor.

(2) When the user presses the switch, the switch shall transition

from off to on.

(3) When the user releases the switch, the switch shall transi-

tion from on to off.

(4) If the switch is in the off state, the motor shall transition

from on to off.

(5) If the switch is in the on state, the motor shall transition

from off to on.

(6) When an object is present, the ultrasonic sensor shall tran-

sition from no detection to detection.

(7) If ultrasonic sensor is in detection state, the motor shall

transition from on to off.

(8) When the temperature is less than 100◦F, the temperature

sensor shall transition from overheated to safe.

(9) If the temperature sensor is in the safe state and the switch

is in the on state, the motor shall transition from off to on.

Once the CCM-EARS requirements are generated, they are con-

verted into rules. As mentioned in Section 2, a transition rule is of

the form Transition Condition: Component(Current State) -> Compo-

nent(Next State).

The state-driven pattern "IF <component1 name> is in <compo-

nent1 state> state, the <component2 name> shall transition from

<component2 state 1> to <component2 state 2>" will be converted

into transition rule of form component1 name (component1 state):

component2 name (component2 state 1) -> component2 name (com-

ponent2 state 2).

The event-driven pattern "WHEN <environmental trigger> the

<component name> shall transition from <component state 1> to

<component state 2>" will be converted into transition rule of form

environmental trigger: component name (component state 1) -> com-

ponent name (component state 2).

In the case of the complex pattern, the environmental trigger/

component1 name(component1 state) will be followed by the con-

junction ’AND’ followed by other environmental trigger/component3

name(component3 state) as transition condition until we specify all

conditions in the combination; the generation of component(current

state) to component(next state) is similar to the aforementioned

transformations.

When we convert the CCM-EARS requirements (Requirements

Sample 1) into transition rules, we obtain the following rules (due

to space limitations, we illustrate a small portion of rules):

Example Rules from CCM-EARS requirements for Re-

quirements Sample 1:

(1) User(presses_switch): Switch(off) -> Switch(on) (rule 1)

(2) Temperature_Sensor(safe) AND Switch(on): Motor(off)

-> Motor(on) (Example of Complex pattern) (rule 8)

Algorithm 1: Generation of Rule Sets

input :A set of components in system C = {C1, C2, C3, ..., Cn }
A set of states at level 0 for each component
maxlevel, maximum level of sub-states
Sets of sub-states for each component at level 1, 2, 3, ..., maxlevel
Rules R = {R1, R2, R3, R4, ..., Rw }

output :Rulesets

1 rulesetnum = 0;

2 for currentlevel ← 0 tomaxlevel do
3 if currentlevel == 0 then
4 foreach Rule Ri in R do
5 if states in Ri ∈ any of component-states at level 0 then
6 Rulesets[rulesetnum]← Rulesets[rulesetnum] ∪ Ri ;

7 rulesetnum← rulesetnum+1;

8 else
9 foreach Component Ci in C do

10 if Component Ci has sub-states at level = currentlevel

then
11 foreach Rule Ri in R do
12 if component in Ri == Ci then
13 if state in Ri ∈ sub-states of Ci at level =

currentlevel then
14 truncate states with lower level

sub-states;

15 Rulesets[rulesetnum]←

Rulesets[rulesetnum] ∪ Ri ;

16 else
17 if states in Ri ∈ any of states at level 0 then
18 Rulesets[rulesetnum]←

Rulesets[rulesetnum] ∪ Ri ;

19 rulesetnum← rulesetnum+1;

Step 2: Divide and expand the rules
Once the rules are written, if the system’s components have sub-

states, the rules can be divided into rule sets. The engineers, do-

main experts, and stakeholders are at liberty to decide whether to

consider sub-states separately or to flatten the state space. State flat-

tening [8] refers to the process of removing hierarchical states and

representing all the states at the same level. For example, suppose

that a component Motor has two states, ‘off’ and ‘on’, and that the

‘on’ state has two sub-states, ‘idle’ and ‘move.’ By applying state
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flattening [8], we represent the states of Motor as ‘off,’ ‘idle,’ and

‘move.’ Algorithm 1 [33] generates rule sets. Ri in the algorithm rep-

resents rule number i in the list of transition rules (e.g., Transition

Condition: Component(Current State) -> Component(Next State). Ci
represents ith component in the system. The formal definitions of

model elements, and more details on rule set generation algorithm

can be found in [1] and [33], respectively.

The algorithm generates only one rule set if state flattening is

done for hierarchical states. The algorithm assigns levels to states

based on the hierarchy. For example, states at level 0 are states with

no parent states, whereas states at level 1 have parent states that

are at level 0. The algorithm generates rule sets until all levels of

sub-states are covered (line 2). If level 0 states are being explored

(line 3), any rule with level 0 states in the input set (line 4) is added

to the first rule set (lines 5 and 6). If the level of states is greater

than 0, i.e., if there are sub-states (line 8), the following series of

operations are performed for each component (line 9). For each

level of sub-states of the component, if the component contains

sub-states at that level (line 10), a new rule set is created. Any rule

with sub-states in the component at that level (lines 11–13) is added

to the new rule set (line 15). However, if the one of the states in the

rule is at the current level while other state has the next level of

information, we truncate the other state to retain only the current

level of information (line 14). For the rules whose components are

not being investigated, only the rules that have level 0 states (states

with no parents) are added to the rule set (lines 16–18).

We illustrate the algorithm using the following example.

Requirements Sample 2:

(1) User(presses_switch): Switch(off) -> Switch(on)

(2) User(releases_switch): Switch(on) -> Switch(off)

(3) Switch(on): Motor(off) -> Motor(on.idle)

(4) Switch(off): Motor(on) -> Motor(off)

(5) User(enters_location): Motor(on.idle) -> Motor(on.move)

(6) Destination(reached): Motor(on.move) -> Motor(on.idle)

As mentioned in Section 2, a sub-state is represented by concate-

nating its parents’ states followed by period (.), and then appending

sub-state itself. For example, in the Requirements Sample 2 rules,

motor has two outermost states: off and on. But in ‘on’ state, the

motor can be in ‘idle’ or ‘move’ state. These states are represented

in the rules as ‘on.idle’ and ‘on.move.’

By applying Algorithm 1, on the Requirements Sample 2 rules,

the algorithm first considers rules with at least one state with no

parent state and forms the first rule set as follows:

Rule set 1 - for Requirements Sample 2:

(1) User(presses_switch): Switch(off) -> Switch(on)

(2) User(releases_switch): Switch(on) -> Switch(off)

(3) Switch(on): Motor(off) -> Motor(on)

(4) Switch(off): Motor(on) -> Motor(off)

From this example, we can observe that the algorithm truncates

any state that has sub-state information when analyzing the par-

ent states; i.e., in the rule Switch(on): Motor(off) -> Motor(on.idle),

‘on.idle’ is truncated to ‘on’ as ‘idle’ represents a sub-state.

Next, the algorithm starts checking sub-states for each compo-

nent, starting with Switch. Switch does not have any rules with

sub-states, and thus Motor is examined. Because Motor has sub-

states, a second rule set is formed as follows:

Rule set 2 - for Requirements Sample 2:

(1) User(presses_switch): Switch(off) -> Switch(on)

(2) User(releases_switch): Switch(on) -> Switch(off)

(3) Switch(on): Motor(off) -> Motor(on.idle)

(4) User(enters_location): Motor(on.idle) -> Motor(on.move)

(5) Destination(reached): Motor(on.move) -> Motor(on.idle)

The advantage of partitioning into rule sets is that it reduces the

rule explosion problem that can occur when transforming compo-

nent states to system states. Flattening states increases the possible

number of combinations of component states, thereby increasing

the number of system transition rules. Partitioning into rule sets

allows to process a small number of component states at any given

time by restricting the state space, thereby reducing the number of

system transition rules that will be generated. The rules we have

generated for the example requirements in Step 1 are grouped in

only one rule set because the components have no sub-states. Once

the rule sets are generated, the rules in a rule set are converted

into numerical rules, in which component states are represented in

numerical form to make computation easier during rule expansion.

Figure 2: Numerical States Representation

The representation of states and sub-states in numerical form is

illustrated in Figure 2. The rows show components and the columns

show states. Sub-states are listed in the columns within states. The

numerical states are generated by considering the ordinal position

of components and states. In the case of sub-states, the ordinal

position is concatenated with the parent state with period (.) as

a separator. For example, (1, 0, 0), refers to state 1 of component

1, which is in a system that consists of 3 components and (1.2, 0,

0) represents sub-state 2 of state 1 of component 1. The value 0

indicates that the component can be in any of its states. When a

specific value is assigned instead of 0, the result is a system state as

we have information about all the components’ states; i.e., a system

state is a combination of components’ states.

The first and eighth rules in Requirements Sample 1 are con-

verted into the following numerical rules:

Numerical rules of Requirements Sample 1:

(1) User(presses_switch): 1, 0, 0, 0 -> 2, 0, 0, 0

(2) 0, 0, 0, 1 AND 2, 0, 0, 0: 0, 1, 0, 0 -> 0, 2, 0, 0

Rule expansion is performed once the rules are converted into

numerical rules. The main goal of rule expansion is to convert com-

ponent state transitions into system state transitions. We followed
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the same rule expansion process used in CCM [1] and ECCM [33].

When the transition rule has a component’s state(s) as a transition

condition, it implies that the component in the transition condition

must be in the state specified for the transition to happen. It further

implies that the current state as well as the next state of the system

must have that component in the specified state. To achieve this,

we perform absorption and propagation operations. Absorption

involves the transfer of state information from the transition con-

dition to the current component state. When we apply absorption

to rule 8 in Requirements Sample 1, we obtain 0, 0, 0, 1 AND 2,

0, 0, 0: 2, 1, 0, 1 –> 0, 2, 0, 0. The propagation operation involves

moving the state information from the current state to the next

state. After propagation, rule 8 becomes 0, 0, 0, 1 AND 2, 0, 0, 0:

2, 1, 0, 1 –> 2, 2, 0, 1. Once absorption and propagation are done,

the transition conditions that have only the component’s states

will be converted into a notation of ‘T’ (’T’ refers to a transition

caused by system) concatenated with the rule number from the list

of rules with the component’s state(s) as their transition condition.

For example, rule 8 will be changed into T4: 2, 1, 0, 1 –> 2, 2, 0, 1.

Next, we perform expansion, which involves replacing zeroes in

the numerical states with all possible component state values that

make up the system’s state space. If a rule set has a component’s

sub-states, we replace the value of zeroes with only the values of

sub-states of that component. For example, rule 8, after expansion,

generates the following rules:

Expansion of rule 8 in Requirements Sample 1:

(1) T4: 2, 1, 1, 1 -> 2, 2, 1, 1

(2) T4: 2, 1, 2, 1 -> 2, 2, 2, 1

Step 3: Generate possible system states with
n-way combination of component states

As mentioned early, traditional CCM and ECCM approaches re-

quire users to examine a large number of states manually to find

undesired states. Because the number of possible system states is a

Cartesian product of component states, if the target system is large

and complex, the number of states that are to be checked manually

can be very large. For example, if a system has 20 components, 10

states each, then the Cartesian product of the states would be 1020.

Examining all these states manually would take substantial time

and human effort. Our goal is to reduce the number of states re-

quiring manual analysis thereby reducing human effort. To reduce

human effort, we use the IPOG algorithm to reduce the number

of states that need to be manually analyzed. IPOG algorithm [28]

is widely used in the combinatorial software testing community.

Because ONBs occur due to conflicting component states, checking

an n-way combination of component states must be able to cover all

types of behaviors between any n components. For example, when

n=2, 2-way combination ensures that all possible combinations of

component states between any two components are covered. In

general, 2 and 3 are widely used for n value [24, 28]. For example, for

Requirement Sample 1, when we applied the IPOG algorithm using

2-way combinations, only 6 states needed to be analyzed instead

of 16 states. Further, we can add constraints when we generate

combinations so that only sensible combinations are considered.

For example, if we consider a server and server communication as

two components of a system, server communication is possible only

when the server is on, checking whether the server is communicat-

ing when it is off is not necessary. Thus, unnecessary behaviors can

be omitted by using, in this case, the constraint, “server commu-

nication can be in communicating state only if the server is in on

state.” The value of ‘n’ must be chosen based on the dependencies

between the components. If a component interacts with all other

components in the system, then the ‘n’ value must be the number

of components. However, in reality, most systems do not function

such that each component is dependent on every other component.

Most systems have a component that acts as a controller, and the

rest of the components interact with it. As a result, the ‘n’ values

of 2 and 3 are sufficient to represent dependencies in most systems.

Our approach is meant for such systems. We plan to work on re-

ducing the number of states in which multiple components must

cooperate (e.g., a multiple robot coordination system for moving

heavy objects) as part of future work.

Step 4: Identify undesired behaviors and
generate filters

Once the n-way combinations of states are generated, the states

are analyzed to determine whether any system components of the

system are in any conflicting states. It is possible for a single sys-

tem state to exhibit multiple undesired behaviors, especially when

analyzing a complex system with large number of components. To

identify all the states in a system with undesired behaviors, we cre-

ate filters of these states. Filters are numerical patterns of undesired

states and are represented similar to system states. Any state that

matches the filter is an undesired state and the filters are used for

exposing ONBs. If the state value of a particular component in the

filter is 0, then the state of that component is ignored when the

comparison is made. For example, in Requirements Sample 1, the

ONB identified is motor is ‘on’, when temperature sensor is ‘over-

heated’. The corresponding filter representation is 2, 0, 2. The states

that match this filter in Requirements Sample 1 are: 2, 1, 2 and 2, 2, 2.

These states are considered undesired states.

Step 5: Generate state profiles and profile rules

After rule expansion, all the component state transition rules are

converted into system state transition rules. Because our goal is to

not only expose ONBs but also find the cause of ONBs and check

if they are recoverable, we generate state profiles for each system

state. State profiles represent the in-degree(ID) and out-degree(OD)

of a state that result from environmental transition conditions (E)

as well as a component’s state(s) as transition conditions (T). State

profiling requires finding TOD, TID, EOD, and EID, for each state.

Figure 3 illustrates state profiles for a given system state.

TOD is the number of component’s state transition conditions

resulting in transition from the state being profiled. TID is the

number of component’s state transition conditions resulting in

transition to the state being profiled. EOD is the number of envi-

ronmental transition conditions resulting in transition from the

state being profiled. EID is the number of environmental transition

conditions resulting in transition to the state being profiled. These

values are calculated for each state by parsing through each rule

and checking the current state and the next state of the rule. If

the transition condition is environmental, then EOD of the current

state is incremented by 1 and EID of the next state is incremented
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by 1. If the transition condition is system originated (coming from

component’s states), then TOD of the current state is incremented

by 1 and TID of the next state is incremented by 1.
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������

Figure 3: Representation of state profile

For example, let us consider the following expanded rules from

Requirements Sample 1:

(1) User(Releases): 1, 1, 1, 1 -> 2, 1, 1, 1

(2) T4: 2, 1, 1, 1 -> 2, 2, 1, 1

When the first rule stated above is parsed, because the transition

condition has an environmental cause, the EOD value of the system

state 1, 1, 1, 1 is incremented by 1 and the EID value of 2, 1, 1, 1 is

incremented by 1. In the second rule, because the transition condi-

tion is system originated, the TOD value of 2, 1, 1, 1 is incremented

by 1 and the TID of 2, 2, 1, 1 is incremented by 1.

The state profiles generated along with the filters of undesired

behaviors that are generated by manual identification of undesired

behaviors (explained in Step 4) will be used to profile rules. Filters,

as stated earlier, are patterns that represent undesired states. These

filters are used to find rules with undesired states and thereby

expose ONBs. This is done by checking whether the current system

state or next system state in the rule matches with the pattern of

the filter. Any rule that has undesired current and next states will

be removed, and the corresponding requirement is corrected or

removed. Any rule with a next state as the undesired state will be

analyzed further. If a rule contains only an undesired next state,

then the state profile of the undesired next state is examined to

determine whether its TOD is 0 or greater than 0. If TOD is 0, this

indicates that the undesired state cannot be recovered automatically

and human intervention is required because it has no component’s

state (a system originated cause), that can transition into a desirable

system state. We identify such rules as nonrecoverable rules.

We illustrate this concept using Requirement Sample 1. In this

example, one of the undesired behaviors is that motor is ‘on’, when

temperature sensor is ‘overheated’. To identify states that are related

to undesired behavior, we use filter 0, 2, 0, 2. When we applied this

filter, we found a rule that has the undesired next state, which is:T 2:

2, 1, 1, 2 –> 2, 2, 1, 2. The TOD value of undesired state 2, 2, 1, 2 is

zero, which implies that the rule leads to the nonrecoverable state.

Step 6: Perform corrective action

Once the nonrecoverable rules are identified, stakeholders, require-

ments engineers, and domain experts discuss and analyze the causes

of those rules and correct the CCM-EARS requirements. In Require-

ments Sample 1, the nonrecoverable rule found in Step 5 was caused

by requirement 5 because having “Switch(on)” without checking

temperature sensor is letting motor to transition from ‘off’ to ‘on’.

To correct requirement 5, we omitted it as the expected behavior

is covered by requirement 9. Once the requirements are corrected,

the process is repeated until no undesired behaviors are found.

4 EMPIRICALSTUDY
To evaluate our proposed approach, we conducted an empirical

study to investigate the following research questions:

• RQ1: Does Combi-CCM reduce the number of system states

that should be analyzed manually compared to CCM and

ECCM?

• RQ2: Does a reduction in the number of states affect the

ONB exposure ability?

4.1 Objects of Analysis

We used 7 requirements specification documents to investigate our

research questions as follows:
(1) Automatic Delivery System (ADS): Automatic Delivery

System [30] is a 175–page requirements document. The re-

quirements specifications concern a robot asked with deliv-

ering packages. In this study, we considered only the robot’s

behavioral requirements.

(2) AB Mail Robot (ABMR): AB Mail Robot [38] is a 13–page

requirements document written for a course project. The

requirements specifications concern a robot asked with de-

livering mail from mailboxes to people. We have considered

behavioral aspects in this study.

(3) Autonomous Robotic VacuumCleaner (ARVC): The re-

quirements specifications of Autonomous Robotic Vacuum

Cleaner [39] is a 9–page document written for a course

project that lists requirements for a robot vacuum cleaner

that must be able to clean a room.

(4) Oddbotics: Oddbotics requirements [11] are a 46–page doc-

ument. The requirements specifications are for a robot that

must to capture video while moving around in an environ-

ment.

(5) Digital Home Software (DHS): The requirements specifi-

cations for Digital Home Software [17] is a 15–page docu-

ment that details a complex system that helps automatically

control temperature, humidity, as well as small appliances

using a mobile or other personal device. We considered only

20 of 50 contact sensors to find and analyze ONBs.

(6) Pacemaker: Pacemaker specification [4, 37] is a 35–page

document that describes the functionality of a pacemaker.

This document is widely used by other researchers [15, 18,

20, 41]. In this study, we concentrate on the pulse genera-

tor component of pacemakers whose malfunction results in

complications to the patient.

(7) Excavator: Excavator requirements [1] were used for a CCM

case study. They consist of 8 sample requirements about

an excavator, a real-world system, with details about the

operator safety features in an excavator.

4.2 Variables and Measures

Our study manipulated one independent variable, the modeling

technique that exposes ONBs. We considered two control tech-

niques (CCM and ECCM) and four heuristic techniques (Combi-

CCM F2, Combi-CCM H2, Combi-CCM F3, Combi-CCM H3). A

description of these techniques can be found in Table 1.
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Table 1: Independent Variables (Modeling Techniques)

Type Technique Description

Control
CCM CCM requires users to analyze all possible

system states to identify ONBs and deter-

mine the causes of these ONBs.

ECCM The enhanced version of CCM. ECCM gener-

ates rule sets given hierarchical states. ECCM

requires users to manually analyze only non-

recoverable states.

Heuristic

Combi-

CCM

F2

This technique performs state flattening

when there are hierarchical states and gen-

erates the states to be analyzed using 2-way

combinations.

Combi-

CCM

H2

This technique generates rule sets when

there are hierarchical states and generates

the states to be analyzed using 2-way combi-

nations.

Combi-

CCM

F3

This technique performs state flattening

when there are hierarchical states and gen-

erates the states to be analyzed using 3-way

combinations.

Combi-

CCM

H3

This technique generates rule sets when

there are hierarchical states and generates

the states to be analyzed using 3-way combi-

nations.

The dependent variable for RQ1 is the number of states that

needs manual analysis, and for RQ2, the dependent variable is the

number of ONBs exposed by the techniques.

4.3 Experimental Setup and Procedure

To perform the experiment, we implemented the Combi-CCM tool

in Java. We used ACTS [47] to generate system states that a per-

son needs to analyze manually. The ECCM and CCM tools were

implemented in Java and C#, respectively.

The experimental procedure followed the approach explained in

Section 3. The common NL requirements of all the requirements

documents suitable for creating model are converted into CCM-

EARS requirements1. These CCM-EARS requirements are used to

generate rules by directly mapping sentence patterns to rule pat-

terns. The rules are then divided into rule sets and rule expansion is

performed. The user can decide whether to perform state flattening

or not. In our experiment, we investigated research questions by

considering techniques with and without state flattening. After

rule expansion, using ACTS, we generated the system states that

users would need to examine to find ONBs. In our experiment,

we used both 2-way and 3-way combinations to generate system

states. Based on the ONBs found by the users, filters are created.

These filters are used to expose rules with ONBs. The rules with

ONBs that are not automatically recoverable are reverse–mapped

to CCM-EARS requirements, and corresponding requirements are

corrected.

While CCM and ECCM require translation of NL requirements

into rules, it is an error-prone process and tends to create incor-

rect rules. In order to have fair comparisons between control and

heuristic techniques in terms of human effort reduction, we used

1Sample CCM-EARS requirements: https://goo.gl/VKPm4U

the same rules generated from Combi-CCM for CCM and ECCM.

CCM performs rule expansion using the rules. CCM does not divide

rules into rule sets as it takes only flattened states as an input. The

users manually analyze all possible system states and identify the

undesired states. These undesired states are used to expose ONBs.

Similar to Combi-CCM, CCM uses state profiles to check for the au-

tomatic recoverability of a system; rules with ONBs that cannot be

addressed without human intervention are separated out, and cor-

responding common natural language requirements are addressed.

The ECCM approach is similar to CCM, but in ECCM, the rules are

divided into rule sets when hierarchical states are present, rather

than flattening states. ECCM also requires users to go through only

nonrecoverable states to identify undesired states.

4.4 Threats to Validity

In this study, we assumed that the generated CCM-EARs require-

ments are complete. This assumption might affect our ability to

determine ONBs. We can address this threat by checking the re-

quirements for completeness before the model is built. Further, the

identification of ONBs involves human judgment, which can be

subjective. We plan to mitigate this threat by using multiple domain

experts during decision making.

4.5 Results

In this section, we present the results of our study considering each

research question.

4.5.1 Reduction of manually analyzed system states (RQ1). Our

first research question (RQ1) asks whether the Combi-CCM ap-

proach can reduce the number of system states compared to CCM

and ECCM. To answer this research question, we compared the

two control and four heuristic techniques shown in Table 1. The

number of states that require manual analysis for each technique

and requirements document is shown in Table 2.

From Table 2, we can observe that CCM produced the largest

number of states that require manual analysis. For example, CCM

produced 46,656,000 states for ADS and approximately 1022 states

for DHS, which are prohibitively large numbers of states for man-

ual analysis. ECCM requires users to examine only nonrecoverable

states, which reduces the number of states for manual analysis.

Heuristic techniques produced much smaller numbers of states

than the control techniques. Combi-CCM F2 produced the smallest

number of states, ranging from 6 to 108, among heuristics. The

number of states produced by Combi-CCM H2 ranges from 6 to

1,439. This technique produced a similar number of states com-

pared to Combi-CCM F2 for Oddbotics and Excavator, because

these requirements do not have sub-states, but it produced greater

number of states than Combi-CCM F2 for the rest of the require-

ments. Combi-CCM F3 produced a number of states ranging from

12 to 206. Combi-CCM F3 produced a smaller number of states for

ABMR, ARVC, and DHS than did Combi-CCM H2.

4.5.2 ONB exposure ability (RQ2). From the results in RQ1, we

learned that Combi-CCM was able to substantially reduce the num-

ber of states that require manual analysis compared to control

techniques. However, if Combi-CCM is not effective in detecting

ONBs, state reductions would not be beneficial. Thus, in RQ2, we

investigated whether a reduction in the number of states can affect
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Table 2: Number of System States Being Analyzed Manually

Req.Doc. CCM ECCM Combi- Combi- Combi- Combi-
CCM CCM CCM CCM
F2 H2 F3 H3

ADS 46656000 3670016 26 110 141 410
ABMR 1728 34 12 40 34 114
ARVC 11664 615 15 72 66 205
Oddbotics 20736 10488 14 14 43 43

DHS ≈ 1022 ≈ 1014 38 1439 198 1622
Pacemaker 448 396 108 128 206 252
Excavator 32 12 6 6 12 12

ONB exposure ability. To answer this question, we examined the

number of states created as part of addressing RQ1, and identified

the ONBs exposed by each technique. The number of ONBs found

using each technique is shown in Table 3.

CCM requires users to examine all possible system states; thus,

CCM expose all possible ONBs based on the knowledge of users.

Because it is not possible to know all the ONBs in the require-

ments (which would be analogous to exposing all the faults in the

program), in this experiment, we use the number of ONBs found

by CCM as a baseline. Table 3 shows that CCM exposed 4 ONBs

in ABMR, 3 in ARVC, 4 in Oddbotics, 3 in Pacemaker, and 3 in

Excavator. The ONB numbers for ADS and DHS were estimated

by considering ONB values from 2-way and 3-way heuristic tech-

niques because they have too many states to manually examine.

The actual number of ONBs that we could find by analyzing all

those states might be larger than what we estimated.

ECCM did not detect as many ONBs as CCM. ECCM found

24 ONBs in ADS, 2 in ABMR, none in ARVC and Oddbotics, 40

in DHS. The ONB numbers found by ECCM were smaller than

those from CCM, and for some cases, it failed to expose any ONBs.

We conjecture that the reason for this result is that ECCM allows

users to check only nonrecoverable states. The technique does not

consider undesired states that transition into other undesired states.

When examining the results from heuristic techniques, all four

techniques produced results similar to those of CCM, with one

exception, in ABMR. In ABMR, the 2-way techniques, Combi-CCM

F2 and Combi-CCM H2, produced a smaller number of ONBs than

CCM. In ABMR, one of the ONBs is caused by concurrent conflict-

ing states of three components; as a result, 2-way techniques did

not cover the combination. For all other requirements documents,

heuristics found the same number of ONBs as CCM.

From Tables 2 and 3, we can observe that heuristic techniques

with state flattening such as Combi-CCM F2 and Combi-CCM F3

found the same number of ONBs with a smaller number of states

compared to the techniques that do not use state flattening (Combi-

CCM H2 and Combi-CCM H3). To investigate whether it is always

preferable to use techniques with state flattening, we measured the

number of expanded rules for each technique as shown in Table 4.

The rules in Table 4 are automatically parsed and analyzed based

on undesired states found.

In Table 4, the number of rules that need to be analyzed using

a heuristic techniques with state flattening is very large when

compared to the heuristic technique that do not use state flattening.

For example, as shown in Table 4, the number of expanded rules

estimated to be analyzed using techniques with state flattening is

approximately 1025, whereas techniques without state flattening

require only 1017. If the system has no sub-states, techniques with

and without state flattening must analyze the same number of rules,

as in Oddbotics and Excavator, with all the techniques requiring

to parse through 168,541 and 116 rules, respectively. These results

indicate that the benefits of state flattening depend on the number

of components, their states, and their sub-states. For example, in

the case of DHS, the total number of expanded rules generated

by replacing every unknown component state with all possible

component states is approximately 1025, which can result in rule

explosion and scalability problems. For such a case, it would be

wise not to use state flattening.

Table 3: Number of ONBs Found

Req.Doc. CCM ECCM Combi- Combi- Combi- Combi-
CCM F2 CCM H2 CCM F3 CCM H3

ADS 25 24 25 25 25 25
ABMR 4 2 3 3 4 4
ARVC 3 0 3 3 3 3
Oddbotics 4 0 4 4 4 4
DHS 104 40 104 104 104 104
Pacemaker 3 3 3 3 3 3
Excavator 3 2 3 3 3 3

5 DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS

We proposed our approach to reduce human efforts and time needed

to identify ONBs and correct requirements to make a system fool-

proof. Our approach used CCM-EARS requirements patterns to con-

vert common NL requirements into simple, easy–to–understand,

and verifiable requirements. Based on our example in Section 3

and requirements we created as part of the study, we conclude that

CCM-EARS patterns help users with elicitation if requirements

have missing model elements or details. We also found that tracing

back from rules to CCM-EARS requirements is easier than tracing

back from rules to common natural language requirements. This is

because rules are created by mapping CCM-EARS patterns to rule

patterns, and tracing back to CCM-EARS requirements is done by

mapping rule patterns to requirements patterns. Further, we also

found that CCM-EARS requirements can be reused for analysis

more easily compared to state transition rules or NL requirements.

We can draw the following conclusions from the results obtained

in our empirical study. First, overall, the results indicate that the

proposed approach can reduce human efforts and time by reducing

the number of states that need to be analyzed manually. Further,

the results also demonstrate that a system with N components

does not necessarily need N-way combinations to expose all ONBs

because, for most systems, not every component in the system

interacts with other N-1 components. Second, our results imply

that state flattening decreases the number of states that users need

to analyze but increases the number of expanded rules that require

machine power rather than human power. In the case of approaches

without state flattening, the number of expanded rules decreases,

but the number of states that require manual analysis increases.

Therefore, there is a trade-off in selecting one technique over the

other. Because the rules can be analyzed automatically, we can use

state flattening approaches as long as they do not result in rule

explosion problems due to flattening hierarchical states.

While Combi-CCM was able to reduce the number of states

that require manual analysis, the approach can face a scalability

problem because given a large number of components and states,

Combi-CCM can generate a very large number of expanded rules.
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Table 4: Total Number of System Transition Rules to be Analyzed Automatically

Req.Doc. CCM ECCM Combi- Combi- Combi- Combi-
CCM F2 CCM H2 CCM F3 CCM H3

ADS 744163200 51806208 744163200 51806208 744163200 51806208
ABMR 36863 35836 36863 35836 36863 35836
ARVC 263087 136128 263087 136128 263087 136128
Oddbotics 168541 168541 168541 168541 168541 168541

DHS ≈ 1025 ≈ 1017 ≈ 1025 ≈ 1017 ≈ 1025 ≈ 1017

Pacemaker 9496 1880 9496 1880 9496 1880
Excavator 116 116 116 116 116 116

One way to address this limitation is to group the components that

interact with each other and analyze their behaviors. This solves

the problem by restricting the state space being analyzed, thereby

reducing the number of system states being generated. Another

alternative is to identify the ONBs first and then expand the rules

that identify ONBs. This would reduce the number of rules we must

analyze considerably and thereby addresses scalability problems.

6 RELATEDWORK

We can relate our work to two topics. The first topic is model slicing,

and the second topic is the methods used to find and expose ONBs.

Model Slicing: Many techniques have been proposed for model

slicing [22, 27, 45, 46] to reduce the state space being analyzed.

For example, Wang et al. [45] proposed a slicing method for UML

state machines using hierarchical automata. The method removes

any concurrent states or hierarchies that are not relevant to the

automata and reduces state space. Another example is the slicing

method proposed by Lano [27], which divides state machine models

into smaller and simpler models for analysis by considering the

slicing of the state machine at a higher level of abstraction.

While these methods reduce state space being analyzed, none

of them are suitable for when representing the component states

together as system states. Therefore, we used a combinatorial ap-

proach to reduce the number of states that people need to analyze.

ONB analysis: To date, different techniques have been proposed

to find and expose ONBs. Many researchers have analyzed ONBs

using modeling techniques or modeling frameworks at early design

stages. For example, Kurtoglu et al. [25] proposed a functional-

failure identification and propagation (FFIP) framework to assess

and evaluate ONBs during the conceptual design stage. FFIP uses

component-driven hierarchicalmodeling inwhichONBs are checked

during behavioral simulation using functional failure logic(FFL) [25].

Day et al. [7] proposed a method to model ONBs using SysML. Their

approach used SysML activity and state diagrams to model ONBs,

and then used FMEA [40] to analyze ONBs. Other examples in-

clude correctness, modeling, and performance of aerospace systems

(COMPASS) approach [5], failure mode effects analysis (FMEA) [9,

40], failure mode, effects and criticality analysis (FMECA) [6, 21],

fault tree analysis (FTA) [23, 31], and probability risk assessment

(PRA) [10]. In addition to these methods, many simulation based

models [14, 16, 26] have been used to find ONBs.

Other researchers have used machine learning techniques to

identify ONBs [43]. For example, Vemuri et al. [16, 43] proposed a

neural–network based approach to classify ONBs in robot manip-

ulators. In thier method, the robot first learns the series of ONB

conditions and then identifies similar ONBs during simulation.

Some researchers have analyzed ONBs as part of testing by

considering them at the experimental design stage. For example,

Foyle and Hooey [13] proposed an off-nominal testing approach

to locate ONBs in software under development. In this approach,

off-nominal events based on human-system interactions are located

and then used for testing.

While these techniques are able to find ONBs, none of these

methods provide a systematic way of finding ONBs, and all con-

sider ONBs exclusively from a human point of view. Unlike these

approaches, we proposed an systematic approach that considers

off-nominal behaviors from system’s view point making the system

more foolproof. The systematic approach we proposed can be used

as requirements acquisition, which can be later used to build a

better formal model.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK

In this paper, we have proposed Combi-CCM, a combinatorial ap-

proach to reduce the number of states that require manual analysis

to expose ONBs. We have also introduced two CCM-EARS patterns

to help engineers to elicit information when writing component-

driven requirements that are less ambiguous, less wordy, and more

verifiable than common natural language requirements. To evaluate

the effectiveness of our approach, we conducted an empirical study

using 7 requirements specifications. Our results indicate that the

use of combinatorial techniques can reduce the number of states

that require manual analysis while maintaining the ability to expose

ONBs. From our results, we also learned that we have to consider

a trade-off between the number of states that must be manually

analyzed and the number of expanded rules that must analyzed

when we choose an ONB detection technique.

While the results from Combi-CCM are promising when com-

pared to CCM and ECCM, the approach still has some limitations,

as discussed in Section 5. As part of future work, we plan to address

these limitations using the strategies we mentioned in Section 5. In

addition to addressing our limitations, we plan to create a broader

set of CCM-EARS patterns that can accommodate undesired behav-

ior requirements and other types of requirements that can be han-

dled by EARS patterns. We also plan to improve the combinatorial

approach so that it can generate fewer combinations of component

states retaining dependencies among components, especially for

systems that need multiple components to work simultaneously.

Finally, we plan to perform additional experiments using different

types and sizes of requirements documents to better understand

and improve Combi-CCM.
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